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ABSTRACT 
Bakhtiari during his period in history had a special relationship. These relations were at 
different levels and with different effects. Brotherhood of the Bakhtiari has the strength 
and stability. Bakhtiari tribal and nomadic spirit and according to his brothers, especially 
the older brother and put a lot of respect for him for important decisions accepted. The 
Bakhtiari are greater respect for the democratic system of seniority or senior ruling. 
Bakhtiari in culture, tradition and old aged and elderly people have a lot of respect for the 
opinions and decisions they paid much attention. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 The issue of migration It is a very difficult year Raging and roaring like crossing the river valley and 

mountains impassable and possible conflicts with other tribes over pasture and priority roads crossing the tribe, 

Bakhtiari nomads need to use the experience and expertise in the elderly was much moved. So the opinions and 

decisions of the elders and adults Bakhtiari brings a wealth of experience in the field of migration had been 

accorded. The body of the tribal community, especially young people, giving them value and respect for the 

opinions and decisions. 

 

Bakhtiari khan’s marriage: 

 Bakhtiari tribal chiefs and elders in the past, many women are brought into their marriage. Resulting in the 

birth of several children and a family. Every household and village chief or sheriff Bibi and Bibi was a woman. 

Bibi is the daughter of one of the Bakhtiari Khans or kantars was great. Khan and police officials in the culture 

Bakhtiari someone could be that she has the title of the Bibi .but even if they were educated, public address, and 

under all circumstances only serve their brothers who were born of the mother, they were. But Bibi boys usually 

like their mothers and fathers have a favorite and popular. 

 

Fraternal relations between the Bakhtiari: 

 There are many women in the harem of a child or the sheriff, especially women Bibi Khan and their sons, 

has been making a difference in the future and struggle over the succession Khan or sheriff rise. Unlike true that 

fewer women were Qashqai tribal chiefs and so much controversy over the succession existed between them. 

Conflict and struggle between women and men many causes that often require solidarity among community 

leaders Bakhtiari not exist or if there was light. Khan has good relations were boys together. Khan, who was the 

mother of the sons of the brother and all the tones and half-brothers were trying to have a good relationship 

together. The brotherhood of the fraternal relations were further cooled ways. 

 An Iranian proverb that says this: "I against my brother, my brother against my cousin, me and my cousin 

against the world." Bibi as long as his mother was born. We started on Bakhtiari of Qajar to the side we see a 

clear example of brotherly relations among Bakhtiari tribal chiefs. Be of good relations, sincere and faithful 

Charring MT Khan with his brothers mentioned. Or the good relations between the two Hossein coli Khan 

patriarch Imam Qulin Khan and Khan ill Reza holy Beige mentioned. Before the three brothers, the sons of 

Shay grow together. 
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Conclusion: 

 Although the government and Bakhtiari Khans Hossein coli patriarch's death at the hands of his brother 

Imam Qulin Khan, Haji patriarch and Reza Qulin Khan ill Beige sons did, but after several years of release from 

prison Lakhani sons of Sultan aegis dispute flared up again and The sons of the patriarch of his contract in 1312 

AH Bakhtiari tribe Beige sons of power and rule eliminated. Yet Imam Qulin Khan Haji patriarch was never 

willing to give up his younger brother, or his tribe Beige uncomfortable. The difference between the three leads 

to the formation of the family patriarch, Haji was the patriarch of the tribe Beige. 
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